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Background: The Statutory Prohibition

• Section 619 of Dodd-Frank created new section 13 of the
US Bank Holding Company Act (BHCA) which prohibitsUS Bank Holding Company Act (BHCA) which prohibits
(unless an exemption is available) a “banking entity”
from:from:

– Proprietary trading in securities, derivatives and other
instruments

– Sponsoring private equity and hedge funds (covered funds)

– Acquiring or retaining an ownership interest in covered funds– Acquiring or retaining an ownership interest in covered funds

– Entering into loans and other “covered transactions” with
covered funds for which the banking entity or an affiliate acts ascovered funds for which the banking entity or an affiliate acts as
investment adviser, investment manager, or sponsor
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Status of Regulatory Implementation

• Law effective 21 July 2012 with two-year conformance period• Law effective 21 July 2012 with two-year conformance period

• Final regulation approved on 10 December 2013

• Federal Reserve extended conformance period to 21 July 2015

– Banking entities required to act in good faith to achieve full– Banking entities required to act in good faith to achieve full
compliance with the final regulation by the end of the
conformance period (subject to possible further extension)

– Implement compliance program “as soon as practicable”

– Stand alone prop trading desks should be promptly shut– Stand alone prop trading desks should be promptly shut
down and banking entities should not expand activities
and make investments during the conformance period
with an expectation that additional time will be granted.with an expectation that additional time will be granted.

• Banking entities with more than $50 billion in gross trading
assets and liabilities begin reporting prop trading metrics as of
Banking entities with more than $50 billion in gross trading
assets and liabilities begin reporting prop trading metrics as of
30 June 2014 5



Final Definition of “Banking Entity”

• Definition of “banking entity” is largely unchanged from
the proposal and includes:the proposal and includes:

– Any US insured depository institution

– Any foreign (including German) bank with a US branch or– Any foreign (including German) bank with a US branch or
agency

– Any parent company of the foregoing– Any parent company of the foregoing

– Any affiliate or subsidiary of the above on a global basis

Exemption: Covered funds are excluded from the definition of– Exemption: Covered funds are excluded from the definition of
banking entity

• But this relief does not extend to “excluded funds” and other• But this relief does not extend to “excluded funds” and other
non-covered funds that are “controlled” by a banking entity
(including non-US funds)(including non-US funds)
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What Should Affected German Banks Be Doing
Now?Now?

• Develop a conformance plan based on final regulation

• Assess activities subject to Volcker Rule, including any
necessary reliance on exemptionsnecessary reliance on exemptions

• Make good faith efforts to be in a position to comply fully
with the final rule by end of the conformance periodwith the final rule by end of the conformance period

• Determine if and when reporting metrics will apply for
prop trading exemptionsprop trading exemptions

• Determine scope of applicable compliance requirements
and develop compliance programs “as soon asand develop compliance programs “as soon as
practicable”
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Overview of Prohibition on Proprietary Trading

The Volcker Rule prohibits a banking entity, as principal,
from purchasing or selling a financial instrument for afrom purchasing or selling a financial instrument for a
trading account, unless an exemption applies.

• Does the activity involve a “financial instrument”?• Does the activity involve a “financial instrument”?

• Does it involve taking positions as principal?

• Are the positions taken for a “trading account”?• Are the positions taken for a “trading account”?

• Is it an activity excluded from the definition of proprietary
trading?trading?

• Is there an exemption that permits the activity?

• Are exempt activities prohibited because they involve material
conflicts of interest, high risk activities or risk to financialconflicts of interest, high risk activities or risk to financial
stability?
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Definition of “Financial Instrument”

• Financial instrument includes:

– Securities, as broadly defined in the US Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, including debt and equity securities, governmentof 1934, including debt and equity securities, government
securities, non-US securities and options on securities

– Derivatives, as defined by the CFTC and the SEC under Title VII– Derivatives, as defined by the CFTC and the SEC under Title VII
of Dodd-Frank, including options on derivatives and FX swaps
and forwards

• Derivatives do not include identified banking products (deposits, CDs)

– A futures contract, and an option on such a contract

• Financial instrument excludes:

– Loans (includes leases and secured and unsecured receivables)

– Spot commodities (FX, metals)
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Is the Banking Entity Acting as “Principal”?

• Proprietary trading does not include acting solely as• Proprietary trading does not include acting solely as
agent, broker, or custodian for an unaffiliated third party

• Trading as principal but on behalf of customers is• Trading as principal but on behalf of customers is
generally considered prop trading, but under certain
conditions (discussed below) is covered by an exemptionconditions (discussed below) is covered by an exemption
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Definition of the “Trading Account”

• Intent Test - - any account used to buy or sell a financial instrument principally for
the purposes of short-term resale, benefitting from short-term price movements,
realizing short-term arbitrage profits, or hedging those transactions. The purchaserealizing short-term arbitrage profits, or hedging those transactions. The purchase
of a financial instrument is presumed to be for the trading account if the position is
held for less than 60 days, subject to rebuttal.

• Market Risk Capital Rule Test - - any account used to buy or sell a financial• Market Risk Capital Rule Test - - any account used to buy or sell a financial
instrument that is both a market risk capital rule “covered position” and a “trading
position” by any banking entity that is, or that has an affiliate that is, an insured
depository institution, bank holding company, or savings and loan holding companydepository institution, bank holding company, or savings and loan holding company
that calculates risk-based capital ratios under the US market risk capital rule.

• Status Test - - any account used to buy or sell financial instruments by a banking• Status Test - - any account used to buy or sell financial instruments by a banking
entity that is licensed or registered (or required to be) as a dealer, swap dealer, or
security-based swap dealer, and the purchase or sale is being made in connection
with the entity’s dealing activities. This also applies to entities outside the US.with the entity’s dealing activities. This also applies to entities outside the US.
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Main Exclusions From the Definition of
Proprietary TradingProprietary Trading

• Transactions on behalf of customers (agency, brokerage,• Transactions on behalf of customers (agency, brokerage,
custodian)

• Repos and reverse repos• Repos and reverse repos

• Securities lending and borrowing

• Securities transactions under a documented liquidity
management plan

• Certain clearing, settlement and delivery transactions

• Transactions in the ordinary course of collecting a debt• Transactions in the ordinary course of collecting a debt
previously contracted in good faith
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Main Exemptions From the Ban on Proprietary
TradingTrading

• Transactions in US government securities• Transactions in US government securities

• Certain transactions in foreign government securities

• Foreign trading activities “solely outside the United• Foreign trading activities “solely outside the United
States”

• Purchases and sales made in connection with
underwriting, market making and hedging

• Trading by a regulated insurance company

• Trading on a principal basis on behalf of customers• Trading on a principal basis on behalf of customers
(riskless principal/fiduciary)
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Exemption for Foreign Government Obligations:
US Operations of Foreign Banking EntitiesUS Operations of Foreign Banking Entities

• Applies to US nonbank subsidiaries as well as any US branch or• Applies to US nonbank subsidiaries as well as any US branch or
agency trading in the US, but does not apply to any insured
depository institution

• Permits US operations of German banks to buy and sell
German government obligations as well as any obligations of
the ECBthe ECB

• Preamble states that trading by a foreign banking entity
outside of the US should comply with the foreign tradingoutside of the US should comply with the foreign trading
exemption

– Benefits from a compliance and reporting perspective (e.g., foreign
trading activities not subject to metrics reporting, while trading under
the foreign government obligations exemption is subject to metrics)the foreign government obligations exemption is subject to metrics)
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Exemption for Foreign Government Obligations:
Foreign Affiliates of US BanksForeign Affiliates of US Banks

• A foreign affiliate of a US banking entity may purchase or sell an obligation
issued or guaranteed by a foreign sovereign or any agency or political sub-issued or guaranteed by a foreign sovereign or any agency or political sub-
division thereof if:

– The foreign affiliate is a foreign bank as defined in the Federal– The foreign affiliate is a foreign bank as defined in the Federal
Reserve’s Regulation K or is regulated by the foreign sovereign as a
securities dealer

– The financial instrument is issued or guaranteed by the “host country”
of the foreign affiliate, or by a political subdivision of the host country,
including any multi-national central bank obligation of which theincluding any multi-national central bank obligation of which the
foreign sovereign is a member.

– The financial instrument is owned by the foreign affiliate and is not– The financial instrument is owned by the foreign affiliate and is not
financed by an affiliate located in the US.

• This exemption is not available to foreign branches of US banks.
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Elements of the Foreign Trading Exemption

• The banking entity may not be organized, or controlled by another banking• The banking entity may not be organized, or controlled by another banking
entity that is organized, under US law, so exemption is not available to US-
based banking groups

• The personnel arranging, negotiating or executing the purchase or sale, or• The personnel arranging, negotiating or executing the purchase or sale, or
deciding to make the purchase or sale, may not be located in the US

– Consistent with the standard that the CFTC recently adopted to determine– Consistent with the standard that the CFTC recently adopted to determine
whether a swap should be subject to US regulatory requirements

• The transaction, including any risk mitigating hedging, is not accounted for• The transaction, including any risk mitigating hedging, is not accounted for
as principal on the books of any of the bank’s US operations

• No financing for the purchase is provided by the US operations

• The purchase or sale is not conducted with any US entity as counterparty,
except as discussed on the next page
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Trading with US Entities Under the Foreign
Trading ExemptionTrading Exemption

• The final rule eliminates requirements in the proposal that no trading take• The final rule eliminates requirements in the proposal that no trading take
place with any “US resident” and that the transaction be executed wholly
outside the US. Rather, it permits trading with US entities under the
following circumstances:following circumstances:

– Foreign bank entities may trade with the foreign operations of a US entity (e.g., London
branch of a US bank), provided that no personnel of the US counterparty that are
located in the US are involved in arranging, negotiating or executing the transactionlocated in the US are involved in arranging, negotiating or executing the transaction

– Foreign bank entities may trade with any unaffiliated US market intermediary acting as
principal, provided that the trade is promptly cleared and settled through a clearing
agency or derivatives clearing organisation (DCO) acting as a central counterparty
principal, provided that the trade is promptly cleared and settled through a clearing
agency or derivatives clearing organisation (DCO) acting as a central counterparty

– Foreign bank entities may trade through any unaffiliated US market intermediary acting
as agent, if the transaction is anonymously conducted on an exchange or similar tradingas agent, if the transaction is anonymously conducted on an exchange or similar trading
facility and is promptly cleared and settled through a clearing agency or DCO.
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Elements of the Market-Making Exemption

• Trading desk must “routinely stand ready” to trade and be “willing and available” to
quote and enter into trades “through market cycles” on a basis appropriate given
the liquidity, maturity, and market depth of the financial instruments for which it
acts as market-makeracts as market-maker

• Amount, types, and risks of financial instruments in the market maker inventory
must be designed not to exceed the “reasonably expected near term demands ofmust be designed not to exceed the “reasonably expected near term demands of
clients, customers, or counterparties”

• Demonstrable analysis of historical demand

• Banking entity must establish a compliance program tailored to each trading desk
including (i) identifying financial instruments for which it acts as market-maker and
(ii) limits for each trading desk(ii) limits for each trading desk

• Compensation arrangements for market-making personnel must be designed so
that they do not reward prohibited proprietary trading

• Banking entity must be licensed or registered to act as a market maker under
applicable law
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Elements of the Underwriting Exemption
• Acting as an “underwriter” for a “distribution” of securities of an issuer/selling• Acting as an “underwriter” for a “distribution” of securities of an issuer/selling

security holder.

• The trading desk’s “underwriting position” is related to the distribution.• The trading desk’s “underwriting position” is related to the distribution.

• The amount and type of the securities of the underwriting position are designed
not to exceed the reasonably expected near term demands of clients, customers, or
counterparties.counterparties.

• Reasonable efforts are made to sell or otherwise reduce the underwriting position
within a reasonable period, taking into account liquidity, maturity, and depth of the
market.market.

• Compensation arrangements for relevant personnel are designed not to reward
prohibited proprietary trading.prohibited proprietary trading.

• The banking entity is licensed or registered to engage in the underwriting activity.

• The banking entity maintains a compliance program including limits for each trading• The banking entity maintains a compliance program including limits for each trading
desk based on the desk’s underwriting activities.
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Elements of the Hedging Exemption

• Trade must mitigate one or more specific, identifiable risks, arising out of individual or
aggregate positions, contracts or other holdings

• May not create new unhedged exposure that is not contemporaneously hedged• May not create new unhedged exposure that is not contemporaneously hedged

• Analysis/testing sufficient to reasonably expect the hedge will reduce or otherwise
significantly mitigate the risk to be hedged

• Ongoing recalibration to ensure continuing compliance with the requirements of the
exemption including avoidance of new risks

• Compensation arrangements designed not to reward proprietary risk-taking by traders• Compensation arrangements designed not to reward proprietary risk-taking by traders

• Compliance program including written policies and controls that define permissible hedging
and special documentation requirements

• Portfolio hedging is not explicitly prohibited, but the exemption may not be used to reduce
risks associated with assets and/or liabilities generally, general market movements or broad
economic conditions, or to counterbalance revenue declines generally. Final rule specifically
prohibits use of the exemption for “scenario hedging,” “revenue hedging” or general asset-prohibits use of the exemption for “scenario hedging,” “revenue hedging” or general asset-
liability management.
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Prohibited Covered Fund Activities

• A banking entity may not, directly or indirectly, sponsor a
covered fund, unless exempt

• A banking entity may not, as principal, directly or indirectly,
acquire or retain an ownership interest in a covered fund,
unless exempt
acquire or retain an ownership interest in a covered fund,
unless exempt

• If a banking entity serves as investment adviser, investment• If a banking entity serves as investment adviser, investment
manager, commodity trading advisor or sponsor to a covered
fund, or “organizes and offers” a covered fund pursuant to the
asset management or securitization exemptions, then noasset management or securitization exemptions, then no
affiliate of the banking entity may enter into a “covered
transaction” with that fund, and other transactions must be ontransaction” with that fund, and other transactions must be on
market terms
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Steps In Analyzing the Covered Fund Prohibitions

• Is the fund a covered fund?

– Definition of covered fund– Definition of covered fund

– Exclusions from definition of covered fund

• If the fund is a covered fund, is the banking entity sponsoring or• If the fund is a covered fund, is the banking entity sponsoring or
acquiring or retaining an ownership interest as principal in the
covered fund?covered fund?

• If so, is the sponsorship and/or investment activity exempt?

• Does the prohibition on covered transactions apply, and if so does• Does the prohibition on covered transactions apply, and if so does
the banking entity engage or an affiliate in covered transactions with
the fund?the fund?

• Are exempt activities prohibited because they involve material
conflicts of interest, high risk activities or risk to financial stability?conflicts of interest, high risk activities or risk to financial stability?
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Definition of Covered Fund

• Any issuer that would be an investment company as defined in
the US Investment Company Act of 1940, but for section 3(c)(1)the US Investment Company Act of 1940, but for section 3(c)(1)

or 3(c)(7) of the Act

– Issuers that are not investment companies are not covered– Issuers that are not investment companies are not covered

– Issuers relying on 1940 Act exemptions other than 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) such
as section 3(c)(5) are not coveredas section 3(c)(5) are not covered

– Investment companies registered with the SEC are not covered

• Any commodity pool as defined in the US Commodity Exchange• Any commodity pool as defined in the US Commodity Exchange
Act, but only if the commodity pool operator (CPO) is registered
with the CFTC with respect to its operation of the pool and thewith the CFTC with respect to its operation of the pool and the
pool itself relies on exemptions that more closely resemble those
for hedge/PE funds
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Treatment of Foreign Funds as Covered Funds

• A foreign fund that relies on sections 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) is a
covered fund

• A foreign fund that does not rely on section 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) is
not a covered fund with respect to non-US banking entities

• A foreign fund that (i) is sponsored by or invested in by a US
banking entity or by a foreign banking entity that is controlled
by a US banking entity and (ii) is or holds itself out as raisingby a US banking entity and (ii) is or holds itself out as raising
money primarily for the purpose of trading in securities, is a
covered fund with respect to the US banking entitycovered fund with respect to the US banking entity

– The same foreign fund can be both a covered fund and a non-covered
fund, depending on the status (US v. non-US) of the entity performingfund, depending on the status (US v. non-US) of the entity performing
the analysis
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Principal Exclusions from Being Covered Funds

• Foreign public funds

• Foreign pension funds• Foreign pension funds

• Loan securitizations and qualifying ABCP conduits

• Wholly-owned entities

• Joint ventures• Joint ventures

• Qualifying covered bonds issued/guaranteed by foreign banks

• SEC registered funds (includes pre-registration seeding period)• SEC registered funds (includes pre-registration seeding period)
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Exclusion for Foreign Public Funds

• The fund is organized or established outside the United States• The fund is organized or established outside the United States

• The fund is authorized to offer and sell ownership interests to
“retail investors” in the issuer’s home jurisdiction“retail investors” in the issuer’s home jurisdiction

• The fund sells ownership interests predominantly through public• The fund sells ownership interests predominantly through public
securities offerings outside of the US, i.e., 85 percent or more of
the interests are sold to investors that are not US residents

– The distribution must comply with local requirements

– The distribution may not restrict availability to investors having a
minimum level of net worth or assetsminimum level of net worth or assets

– The issuer must file publicly available offering disclosure documents with
the appropriate regulatory authority in the jurisdictionthe appropriate regulatory authority in the jurisdiction

• Should exclude most analogues to US mutual funds, including
UCITS, from being treated as covered fundsUCITS, from being treated as covered funds
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Exclusion for Foreign Pension Funds

• The fund is organized and administered outside the
United StatesUnited States

• The fund is a broad-based plan subject to regulation as a
pension, retirement, or similar plan under the laws of thepension, retirement, or similar plan under the laws of the
local jurisdiction

• The fund is established for the benefit of citizens or
residents of one or more non-US jurisdictions

• A pension or retirement fund that meets the above
conditions would not be a covered fund even if someconditions would not be a covered fund even if some
beneficiaries reside in the US or become US residents
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Exclusions for Loan Securitizations and ABCP
ConduitsConduits

• Loan securitization exclusion (“LSE”) applies to issuers of ABS that are backed solely by
(i) loans, (ii) certain related contractual rights and other incidental assets, (iii) interest(i) loans, (ii) certain related contractual rights and other incidental assets, (iii) interest
rate or FX derivatives that hedge the permitted assets of the issuer and (iv) special
units of beneficial interest and collateral certificates issued by a special purpose
vehicle that itself meets the LSEvehicle that itself meets the LSE

– Permitted assets of an LSE issuer do not include (i) any security (other than cash
equivalents or securities received in lieu of permitted loan assets), (ii) any other derivatives
or (iii) any commodity forward contractor (iii) any commodity forward contract

• ABCP exclusion applies to ABCP conduits that issue ABS that are backed by (i) loans
and other assets permitted under the LSE and (ii) ABS which itself is backed by assets
that would be permitted under the LSE, provided the ABS is acquired by the conduit inthat would be permitted under the LSE, provided the ABS is acquired by the conduit in
an initial issuance

– The conduit’s securities must be comprised solely of a residual interest and ABCP with a– The conduit’s securities must be comprised solely of a residual interest and ABCP with a
legal maturity of 397 days or less

– A regulated liquidity provider must enter into a legally binding commitment to provide full
and unconditional liquidity coverage with respect to all ABCP issuedand unconditional liquidity coverage with respect to all ABCP issued
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Does the Banking Entity Hold an “Ownership
Interest” in the Covered Fund?Interest” in the Covered Fund?

• Any equity, partnership interest or “similar interest”

• “Similar interest” includes

– The right to participate in the selection or removal of a GP, director, investment manager or similar
entity (excluding creditor’s rights to exercise remedies upon an event of default or acceleration)entity (excluding creditor’s rights to exercise remedies upon an event of default or acceleration)

– The right to receive a share in the fund’s income or profits

– The right to receive underlying assets of the fund

– The right to receive excess spread under certain circumstances

– Exposure to certain losses on underlying assets

– The right to receive income on a pass through basis– The right to receive income on a pass through basis

– The synthetic right to receive rights in the foregoing.

• “Ownership interest” does not include “restricted profit interests” intended to• “Ownership interest” does not include “restricted profit interests” intended to
compensate advisers for services rendered to a fund
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Does the Banking Entity Hold the Ownership
Interest As Principal?Interest As Principal?

• Prohibition against investing in a covered fund does not apply• Prohibition against investing in a covered fund does not apply
where:

– The banking entity holds the interest solely as agent, broker, or custodianThe banking entity holds the interest solely as agent, broker, or custodian
for the account of, or on behalf of, a customer, provided that the banking
entity does not have beneficial ownership of the interest

– The banking entity holds the interest on behalf of customers as trustee or– The banking entity holds the interest on behalf of customers as trustee or
in a similar fiduciary capacity for a customer, so long as the activity is
conducted for the account of, or on behalf of, the customer, and the
banking entity does not have beneficial ownership of the interestbanking entity does not have beneficial ownership of the interest

– The banking entity holds the interest through a deferred compensation,
stock-bonus, profit-sharing, or pension plan, if the ownership interest isstock-bonus, profit-sharing, or pension plan, if the ownership interest is
held as trustee for the benefit of the banking entity employee participants
in the plan
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Acting as “Sponsor” to the Covered Fund

• Serving as a general partner, managing member, trustee or commodity pool
operator of a covered fund

• Selecting or controlling (including having employees who constitute) a
majority of the directors, trustees or management of a covered fund

• Sharing the same or a similar name with a covered fund• Sharing the same or a similar name with a covered fund

• A trustee is excluded from the definition of sponsor if (i) it does not
exercise investment discretion with respect to a covered fund (such as aexercise investment discretion with respect to a covered fund (such as a
directed trustee) or(ii) it is a trustee under foreign law that is subject to
substantially similar fiduciary standards as directed trustees

– The power to replace an investment adviser with an unaffiliated investment
adviser alone does not make a trustee into a sponsor, and a trustee may avoid
designation as a sponsor by irrevocably delegating its discretion to a non-designation as a sponsor by irrevocably delegating its discretion to a non-
affiliate.
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Main Exemptions from the Covered Fund
ProhibitionsProhibitions

• Covered fund activities conducted solely outside of the US• Covered fund activities conducted solely outside of the US

• Covered funds organized and offered in connection with
bona fide fiduciary and advisory services to customersbona fide fiduciary and advisory services to customers

• Organizing and offering asset-backed securitizations• Organizing and offering asset-backed securitizations

• Market-making and underwriting activities for covered
fundsfunds

• Insurance company covered fund activities
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Fund Activities Outside the United States

• Exemption only available to foreign banks; not available to US banks or• Exemption only available to foreign banks; not available to US banks or
other US (or US-controlled) entities

• Covered fund may not be sold in an offering that “targets” US residents.• Covered fund may not be sold in an offering that “targets” US residents.
Meeting the following conditions will satisfy the test:

– Conducting an offer directed to residents of one or more non-US countries

– Including in the offering materials a prominent disclaimer that the securities have
not been offered in the US or to US residents

– Offering includes other reasonable procedures to restrict access to offering– Offering includes other reasonable procedures to restrict access to offering
subscription materials to non US persons

• Under certain circumstances, the regulators may require that “complex
fund structures” such as parallel funds should be “integrated” to determinefund structures” such as parallel funds should be “integrated” to determine
whether a fund has been sold in an offering that targets US residents

• Secondary sales of securities to US residents permitted

• Proposed definition of “resident of the United States” has been replaced by
the definition of US person in the SEC’s Regulation S
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Fund Activities Outside the United States (cont)

• Under the statute, the activity must occur “solely outside of the United
States”; SOTUS conditions under the final regulation require that:

– Personnel that make the decision to acquire the ownership interest or act as– Personnel that make the decision to acquire the ownership interest or act as
sponsor to the fund are not located in the US

– The investment or sponsorship of the covered fund is not accounted for as– The investment or sponsorship of the covered fund is not accounted for as
principal on a consolidated basis by the US operations

– The ownership or sponsorship is not financed directly or indirectly by the US
operationsoperations

• US personnel and affiliates may be involved in the offer or sale of the fund

• US personnel and operations may act as investment adviser to the fund and• US personnel and operations may act as investment adviser to the fund and
administrative services may be provided by US personnel
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Asset Management Exemption

• The banking entity must provide bona fide trust, fiduciary or investment
advisory services and fund can only be offered in connection with provisions
of these servicesof these services

• Fund must be offered only to customers of banking entity

– No pre-existing relationship required– No pre-existing relationship required

• Ownership limitations (discussed below)

• The banking entity may not, directly or indirectly, guarantee, assume or
otherwise insure obligations or performance of covered fundotherwise insure obligations or performance of covered fund

• Fund may not share the banking entity’s name or variation thereof (or the
name of an affiliate) or have the word “bank” in its namename of an affiliate) or have the word “bank” in its name

• No director or employee may have ownership interest in fund unless directly
engaged in providing investment advisory or other services to fund

• Required disclosures in offering document• Required disclosures in offering document

– Including that bank does not guarantee loss, fund not FDIC insured
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Asset-Backed Securitization Exemption

• Based on the same kinds of conditions that apply to the asset

management exemption, a banking entity may act as themanagement exemption, a banking entity may act as the
“securitizer” of an ABS fund

• Any investment in the fund (as required by Dodd-Frank) would beAny investment in the fund (as required by Dodd-Frank) would be
subject to the ownership limitations that also apply to asset
management funds

• This exemption is not subject to the requirement that the securitizer• This exemption is not subject to the requirement that the securitizer
act as a fiduciary or investment adviser, as required under the asset
management exemptionmanagement exemption

• All other conditions applicable to the asset management exemption
applyapply

• Exemption enables a banking entity that organizes an ABS covered
fund to own interests to the extent required by Dodd-Frank riskfund to own interests to the extent required by Dodd-Frank risk
retention requirements
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Investment Limits

• Applied to holdings under the asset management, ABS and underwriting
and market-making exemptions

• Per fund limit is 3% of total outstanding ownership interests• Per fund limit is 3% of total outstanding ownership interests

– Seed investments can be larger to provide fund with sufficient initial equity for its first
year of operations so long as banking entity is actively seeking other investors; it can also
request extension from the Federal Reserve for up to 2 more yearsrequest extension from the Federal Reserve for up to 2 more years

– Investment in asset-backed securitizations can exceed 3% if required by Dodd-Frank risk
retention

– Complex calculation formulas– Complex calculation formulas

• Aggregate limit on all covered investments is 3% of Tier 1 Capital

– Generally look to Tier 1 capital of the parent entity, as defined under the home country– Generally look to Tier 1 capital of the parent entity, as defined under the home country
standards

• Banking entities subject to US capital rules must also deduct these
investments from their Tier 1 capital.investments from their Tier 1 capital.
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Scope of the Super 23A Prohibition

• If a banking entity acts as investment adviser, commodity trading advisor,
investment manager, or sponsor of a covered fund, or organizes and offersinvestment manager, or sponsor of a covered fund, or organizes and offers
a covered fund under the asset management or securitization exemptions,
affiliates are prohibited from entering into “covered transactions,” as
defined in section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act, with the covered fund.defined in section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act, with the covered fund.

• Covered funds include covered funds that a banking entity may sponsor
and invest in under a Volcker Rule exemption, such as asset management
or foreign fund.or foreign fund.

• Issuers that are not covered funds are not subject to Super 23A, e.g.,
excluded covered funds and funds that rely on exemptions other thanexcluded covered funds and funds that rely on exemptions other than
3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7)

• Other transactions are subject to “arms-length” rules• Other transactions are subject to “arms-length” rules
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Definition of Covered Transaction

• Loan to the fund including purchase of assets subject to repo
agreementagreement

• Purchase of assets from the fund

• Purchase of or investments in securities issued by the fund• Purchase of or investments in securities issued by the fund

• Issuance of a guarantee or letter of credit on behalf of the fund

• Derivatives or securities lending transaction with the fund that
results in credit exposure to the fund
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Exemptions from Covered Transaction Prohibition

• Obligations issued by the fund as collateral for a loan to a third
partyparty

• Investments otherwise permitted by the Volcker Rule (e.g.,
asset management de minimis, foreign fund exemption) orasset management de minimis, foreign fund exemption) or
required by Dodd Frank (i.e., securitization risk retention)

• Covered transactions in certain prime brokerage transactions• Covered transactions in certain prime brokerage transactions

• Attribution rule does not apply

• Super 23A does not incorporate other exemptions that apply• Super 23A does not incorporate other exemptions that apply
to member banks under section 23A and Regulation W
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Implementation Schedule for Compliance
ProgrammeProgramme

• Extension order requires that compliance programmes be• Extension order requires that compliance programmes be
established “as soon as practicable and in no case later than the
end of the conformance period.”

• Development of and implementation of the compliance
programme is a key aspect of demonstrating “good faith” during
the conformance period.the conformance period.

• For banking entities with more than $50 billion in gross trading
assets and liabilities, metrics reporting obligations take effect asassets and liabilities, metrics reporting obligations take effect as
of 30 June 2014. Metrics reporting obligations will be phased in
for banking entities with significant trading activities reaching thefor banking entities with significant trading activities reaching the
$25 billion threshold beginning 30 April 2016 and the $10 billion
threshold beginning 21 December 2016.
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Categories of Compliance Programme

• No compliance programme required for banking entities with no proprietary
trading or covered fund activities other than trading in US Government
obligations.obligations.

• Limited compliance programme for banking entities with total consolidated
assets of $10 billion or less consisting of incorporation of Volcker compliance
into existing policies.into existing policies.

• Standard Volcker compliance programme (Section _.20) for banking entities
with total consolidated assets of between $10 billion and $50 billion that arewith total consolidated assets of between $10 billion and $50 billion that are
not engaged in significant trading activities requiring metrics reporting.

• Enhanced compliance programme (Appendix B) for banking entities (i) with $50
billion or more in total consolidated assets (in the case of foreign banks, based
Enhanced compliance programme (Appendix B) for banking entities (i) with $50
billion or more in total consolidated assets (in the case of foreign banks, based
on assets in their US operations) or (ii) engaged in significant trading activities
($10 billion or more in “gross trading assets and liabilities”).($10 billion or more in “gross trading assets and liabilities”).

• Banking entities with significant trading activities are also subject to reporting
certain quantitative measurements under Appendix A.
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Elements of Standard Compliance Programme
Section _.20Section _.20

• Written policies and procedures to document, monitor and limit Volcker
Rule activities and investmentsRule activities and investments

– Documentation of fund sponsorship activities including records concerning
conclusions that funds are not within the definition of covered fund or are
excluded from the definitionexcluded from the definition

• Internal controls to monitor compliance

• Management framework delineating responsibility and accountability.• Management framework delineating responsibility and accountability.

– Requires appropriate management review of trading limits, strategies,
hedging activities, investments, incentive compensations, etc.

• Independent testing and audit of effectiveness of the program• Independent testing and audit of effectiveness of the program

• Training

• Records to demonstrate Volcker Rule compliance to be maintained for five• Records to demonstrate Volcker Rule compliance to be maintained for five
years
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Elements of Enhanced Compliance Programme
Appendix BAppendix B

• Imposes higher and more granular standards to the standard programme.

• Requires detailed policies and procedures for each trading desk involved in
proprietary trading activities. Enterprise wide compliance permitted where
appropriate.

• Covered funds compliance programme includes identifying and mapping all covered• Covered funds compliance programme includes identifying and mapping all covered
funds and units within which those activities are conducted with heightened Super
23A controls.

• Procedures required for remediation of violations of the Volcker Rule including• Procedures required for remediation of violations of the Volcker Rule including
escalation processes.

• Establishment of a governance and management framework intended to prevent
violations of the Volcker Rule, including written compliance programme approvedviolations of the Volcker Rule, including written compliance programme approved
by the board of directors and establishment of a culture of compliance.

• Annual CEO attestation in writing to the primary regulator that the banking entity
“has in place processes to establish, maintain, enforce, review, test and modify the“has in place processes to establish, maintain, enforce, review, test and modify the
compliance programs…in a manner reasonably designed to achieve compliance.”

– In the case of a US branch or agency of a foreign bank, the attestation may be provided for
the US operations of the foreign bank by its US senior management officer.
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Metrics Reporting and Record Keeping
Appendix AAppendix A
• Applies to banking entities with $10 billion or more in gross trading assets and

liabilities (broadly defined) on a phased in schedule.liabilities (broadly defined) on a phased in schedule.

• A foreign banking entity’s trading assets and liabilities will be defined by
reference to the average gross sum of trading assets and liabilities of the
combined US operations of the foreign banking entity, including all subsidiaries,
branches, and agencies operating, located or organised in the US.branches, and agencies operating, located or organised in the US.

• Banking entities with $50 billion will be subject to monthly reporting
requirements; those with less than $50 billion will be subject to quarterly
reporting.reporting.

• Quantitative metrics reporting and record keeping required will apply to
“covered trading” defined by reference to the following exemptions:
underwriting, marketing making, risk-mitigating hedging, trading in USunderwriting, marketing making, risk-mitigating hedging, trading in US
Government obligations and trading in foreign sovereign obligations.

• Seven metrics to be reported under the final rule: (i) risk imposition limits and
usage, (ii) risk factor sensitivities, (iii) value at risk and stress VaR, (iv)usage, (ii) risk factor sensitivities, (iii) value at risk and stress VaR, (iv)
comprehensive profit and loss attribution, (v) inventory turnover, (vi)
inventory aging, and (vii) customer facing trade ratio.
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Supervisory and Enforcement Jurisdiction

• Volcker Rule assigns supervision and enforcement to five different US
regulatory agencies.

– Foreign banks are generally subject to primary supervision of the Federal Reserve
including uninsured US branches and agencies.

– National banks and federal branches and agencies of foreign banks are subject to OCC– National banks and federal branches and agencies of foreign banks are subject to OCC
jurisdiction.

– FDIC insured banking operations are subject to FDIC jurisdiction.

– Securities broker-dealers and securities-based swap dealers are subject to SEC
jurisdiction.

– Futures commission merchants and registered swap dealers are subject to CFTC– Futures commission merchants and registered swap dealers are subject to CFTC

oversight.

• Potential for overlap of jurisdiction is possible, e.g., an entity that is both
registered as a swap dealer and subject to bank regulation may have toregistered as a swap dealer and subject to bank regulation may have to
deal with both the CFTC and the bank regulator.

– Agencies have indicated they will coordinate their implementation.– Agencies have indicated they will coordinate their implementation.
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New EU proposal for a regulation on
structural measures improving thestructural measures improving the
resilience of EU credit institutionsresilience of EU credit institutions

Liikanen – but not as we knew itLiikanen – but not as we knew it
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Volcker-style prohibition: proprietary trading

• Proprietary trading is prohibited within the banking group• Proprietary trading is prohibited within the banking group

• Proprietary trading is defined as:

using own capital or borrowed money to purchase, sell orusing own capital or borrowed money to purchase, sell or
otherwise acquire or dispose of a financial instrument or
commodity for the sole purpose of making a profit "withoutcommodity for the sole purpose of making a profit "without
any connection to actual or anticipated client activity or for
the purpose of hedging the entity's risk as a result of actual or
anticipated client activity" through specifically dedicated desks,anticipated client activity" through specifically dedicated desks,
units, divisions or individual traders

• Unlike Volcker, very few exemptions / exclusions• Unlike Volcker, very few exemptions / exclusions

– trading in sovereign debt & buying and selling money market
instruments for the purposes of cash management is permittedinstruments for the purposes of cash management is permitted
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Volcker-style prohibition: investment in AIFs etc

• Prohibition on using own capital or borrowed money:• Prohibition on using own capital or borrowed money:

– to invest in or hold shares in AIFs (or certificates/derivatives
linked to these) ; orlinked to these) ; or

– to hold any units or shares in entities that engage in proprietary
trading or invest in AIFstrading or invest in AIFs

if the sole purpose of the banks' activity is to make a
profit for their own account.profit for their own account.

• Unleveraged and close-ended AIFS excluded

– also venture capital funds, social entrepreneurship funds and– also venture capital funds, social entrepreneurship funds and
the proposed European Long Term Investment Funds excluded
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Volcker-style prohibition: scope

• Does not apply to all banks• Does not apply to all banks

• Applies to largest banks ie

– EU G-SIIs (& all their branches and subsidiaries regardless of– EU G-SIIs (& all their branches and subsidiaries regardless of
their location); and

– banks that for 3 years have total assets of at least 30 billion– banks that for 3 years have total assets of at least 30 billion
euros and trading assets of 70 billion euros or 10% of total
assets including:assets including:

• foreign subsidiaries of EU banks

• EU branches of foreign banks• EU branches of foreign banks

unless equivalence decision in respect of foreign jurisdiction
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Ring-fencing: national regulators’ ring-fence

• Not mandatory to have a ring-fence• Not mandatory to have a ring-fence

• National regulators must review ‘trading activities’ of
each individual deposit-taking bankeach individual deposit-taking bank

– wide definition of ‘trading activities’ covers all activities other
than taking deposits eligible for deposit insurance, lending,than taking deposits eligible for deposit insurance, lending,
retail payment services and a number of other retail and
commercial banking activities

• trading in sovereign debt exempt

– deposit-taking bank = all banks that take deposits eligible under– deposit-taking bank = all banks that take deposits eligible under
the Deposit Guarantee Scheme as provided for in the Deposit
Guarantee Schemes Directive
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Ring-fencing: national regulators’ ring-fence

• National regulator assesses trading activities of deposit-• National regulator assesses trading activities of deposit-
taking banks against prescribed metrics

– must give specific attention to market-making, investing and– must give specific attention to market-making, investing and
sponsoring securitisations & trading in derivatives

– Commission will set out a limit for each metric above which the– Commission will set out a limit for each metric above which the
risk level of the relevant trading activity is deemed "individually
significant" & set out the conditions which will trigger the
exercise of the national regulator's power to separateexercise of the national regulator's power to separate
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Ring-fencing: national regulators’ ring-fence

• If limits & conditions exceeded, a threat to the financial• If limits & conditions exceeded, a threat to the financial
stability of the bank or the financial system of the EU is
deemed to exist & national regulator must separatedeemed to exist & national regulator must separate
relevant trading activities

• National regulator may separate relevant trading• National regulator may separate relevant trading
activities even if limits & conditions are not exceeded if it
considers threat existsconsiders threat exists

• Bank may persuade national regulator that conclusions
are not justified & separation not necessaryare not justified & separation not necessary
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Ring-fencing: additional ring-fence

• Additional ring-fence applied once bank is subject to a• Additional ring-fence applied once bank is subject to a
ring-fencing decision

"A core credit institution that has been subject to a [ring-
fencing] decision ... may carry out trading activities to thefencing] decision ... may carry out trading activities to the
extent that the purpose is limited to only prudently
managing its capital, liquidity and funding."managing its capital, liquidity and funding."
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Ring-fencing: prudential risk management

• May use only credit, FX and interest rate derivatives
which are eligible for clearing to hedge its overallwhich are eligible for clearing to hedge its overall
balance sheet risk.

– It must also demonstrate to the national regulator that– It must also demonstrate to the national regulator that
such hedging demonstrably reduces or significantly
mitigates specific identifiable risks of its individual ormitigates specific identifiable risks of its individual or
aggregated positions.

• May sell credit, FX, interest rate and commodities• May sell credit, FX, interest rate and commodities
(including emissions allowances) derivatives eligible
for clearing to clients if sole purpose of the sale is tofor clearing to clients if sole purpose of the sale is to
hedge credit, FX, interest rate or commodity risk

– Subject to caps on the resulting position risk– Subject to caps on the resulting position risk
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Ring-fencing: rules on ring-fencing

• Ring-fencing decision does not prevent trading activities
being carried out elsewhere in the banking group.being carried out elsewhere in the banking group.

• The trading activities may be carried out by a trading entity
which is legally, economically & operationally separatewhich is legally, economically & operationally separate
from the deposit-taking bank.

• Trading entity cannot take certain deposits nor provide• Trading entity cannot take certain deposits nor provide
retail payment services

• Provisions to achieve necessary level of separation

– eg how banking group structured– eg how banking group structured

– limits on intra- & extra- group exposures

– deposit-taking & trading entities must issue own debt– deposit-taking & trading entities must issue own debt
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Ring-fencing: scope

• Applies to all EU deposit-taking banks• Applies to all EU deposit-taking banks

• Applies to foreign subsidiaries of EU banks & EU branches
of foreign banks unless equivalence decision in respect ofof foreign banks unless equivalence decision in respect of
foreign jurisdiction

• National regulator may exempt foreign subsidiaries of EU• National regulator may exempt foreign subsidiaries of EU
banks from ring-fencing provision if it is satisfied:

– that there is a group-level resolution strategy agreed between– that there is a group-level resolution strategy agreed between
the EU group level resolution authority & the third country
authority; andauthority; and

– that strategy for the subsidiary does not have an adverse effect
on the financial stability of the Member State where the EUon the financial stability of the Member State where the EU
parent & other group entities are established
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Ring-fencing: derogation

• Commission may grant a derogation to an individual bank• Commission may grant a derogation to an individual bank
at the request of a Member State that had primary
legislation having equivalent effect in place on 29 Januarylegislation having equivalent effect in place on 29 January
2014

• Member State needs “positive opinion” from national• Member State needs “positive opinion” from national
regulator

• Aim of national legislation, its material scope & provisions• Aim of national legislation, its material scope & provisions
referring to the legal, economic & governance separation
of deposit-taking entities must have an equivalent effectof deposit-taking entities must have an equivalent effect

• Only France, Germany and UK eligible to apply for
derogation. Only UK qualify?derogation. Only UK qualify?
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Ring-fencing: derogation

• Seemingly available on an individual bank not individual• Seemingly available on an individual bank not individual
jurisdiction basis

– What happens if individual bank exempted by national– What happens if individual bank exempted by national
legislation but not by EU legislation?

• Commission has discretion to decide whether to grant• Commission has discretion to decide whether to grant
derogation

– looks at whether national legislation is compatible with EU– looks at whether national legislation is compatible with EU
legislation & the potential impact a derogation would have on
the financial stability of the EU & the functioning of the internal
marketmarket
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What happens next?

• Agreed text not expected before December 2015• Agreed text not expected before December 2015

– France, Germany & Italy expressed concerns

– UK banks will have some concerns– UK banks will have some concerns

– Query attitude of new Parliament

• Volcker-style prohibition to apply from 1 January 2017• Volcker-style prohibition to apply from 1 January 2017

• Provisions on ring-fencing to apply from 1 July 2018• Provisions on ring-fencing to apply from 1 July 2018
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What happens next?

• Assess potential impact of EU proposal• Assess potential impact of EU proposal

• Consider likelihood of EU action when implementing
Volcker & EU domestic legislationVolcker & EU domestic legislation

• Lobby
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und zur Planung der Sanierung undund zur Planung der Sanierung und
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und Finanzgruppenund Finanzgruppen
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Status, Timing and Background

• German ringfencing rules are incorporated in Art. 2 of the• German ringfencing rules are incorporated in Art. 2 of the
law “Gesetz zur Abschirmung von Risiken und zur Planung
der Sanierung und Abwicklung von Kreditinstituten undder Sanierung und Abwicklung von Kreditinstituten und
Finanzgruppen“

• Law was announced on 7 August 2013 (BGBl. 2013 I Nr.• Law was announced on 7 August 2013 (BGBl. 2013 I Nr.
47, 3090) and Art. 2 entered into force on 31 January
2014 (most rules are not applicable before 1 July 2015)2014 (most rules are not applicable before 1 July 2015)

• Relatively short period between draft law and
announcement:announcement:

– 6 February 2013: Draft law of the government (RegE)
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Status, Timing and Background

– 17 May 2013: Law passed Parliament (Bundestag)– 17 May 2013: Law passed Parliament (Bundestag)

– 7 June 2013: Law passed chamber of the Länder (Bundesrat)

• Law regulates different areas:• Law regulates different areas:

– Living wills for credit institutions

– Separation of risky business activities (Trennbankenregelung)– Separation of risky business activities (Trennbankenregelung)

– Criminal offences in case of violation of management or risk
management dutiesmanagement duties

• Trennbankenregelung is partially a result of the Liikanen
recommendationrecommendation
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Prohibition of Certain Business Activities –
Regulated financial groupsRegulated financial groups

• Deposit taking financial institutions
(Einlagenkreditinstitute)/CRR credit insitutions; or(Einlagenkreditinstitute)/CRR credit insitutions; or

• Enterprise of a group to which a deposit taking institution• Enterprise of a group to which a deposit taking institution
belongs

• Group: Can be group of an institution (Institutsgruppe),• Group: Can be group of an institution (Institutsgruppe),
financial holding group (Finanzholding-Gruppe), mixed
financial group (gemischt Finanzholding-Gruppe) orfinancial group (gemischt Finanzholding-Gruppe) or
financial conglomerate (Finanzkonglomerat)

• Scope of term “group” is defined through control over• Scope of term “group” is defined through control over
subsidiaries (in case of control the entities will be part of
the group)the group)
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Prohibition of Certain Business Activities –
Regulated financial groupsRegulated financial groups

• Since deposit taking institution qualifies as credit
institution each group with a deposit taking institutioninstitution each group with a deposit taking institution
will be covered as regulated financial group

• Restriction applies for such financial institution or group
where the trading activities exceed the value of EURwhere the trading activities exceed the value of EUR
100,000,000,000 or, if the sum of the balance of the
financial institution or group in the last three business
years has reached at least EUR 90,000,000,000, where theyears has reached at least EUR 90,000,000,000, where the
trading activity makes at least 20% of such balance

• Trading activity is defined in a similar way as for purposes
of split between trading and investment book (Handels-
und Anlagebuch)und Anlagebuch)
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Restricted Business

• Proprietary trading (Eigengeschäfte)• Proprietary trading (Eigengeschäfte)

• High frequency trading (Hochfrequenzhandel)

• Credit and guarantee business with hedge funds and• Credit and guarantee business with hedge funds and
other highly leveraged alternative investment funds:

– § 283(1) KAGB, § 225(1) KAGB

– EU-AIF or third country AIF if using high leverage in the sense of
Art. 111 Delegated Regulation 231/2013Art. 111 Delegated Regulation 231/2013

 References to such funds which use high leverage or short
selling techniquesselling techniques

Different approach for KAGB and foreign funds (e.g. closed for
closed funds)closed funds)
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Restricted Business

– Formalistic approach generally problematic for capturing high– Formalistic approach generally problematic for capturing high
risk business

• Trading for own account (Eigenhandel), i.e. as participant• Trading for own account (Eigenhandel), i.e. as participant
of an organised market or multilateral trading facility
using high frequency (but with large exemptions for
market making)market making)

• BaFin can prohibit on a single case basis certain business:• BaFin can prohibit on a single case basis certain business:

– if the threshold is not exceeded

– for market making– for market making

– for equivalent risky business (will likely also apply for the case
that an exemption shall not apply)that an exemption shall not apply)
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Restructuring of Business

• If threshold is exceeded, then deposit taking institutions• If threshold is exceeded, then deposit taking institutions
and other members of the group must first make a risk
analysis of their business (within 6 months) and secondanalysis of their business (within 6 months) and second
terminate the restricted business or transfer it to a
financial trading institution (Finanzhandelsinstitut)

• The financial trading institution has to refinance itself
independently from the groupindependently from the group

• Note entirely clear how the separation to the group
should work and how this will in line with corporate lawshould work and how this will in line with corporate law
and liability between affiliated entities

• Bundesbank has expressed doubts that such business• Bundesbank has expressed doubts that such business
model is viable
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Restructuring of Business

• Legislator has only set out the result of the separation,• Legislator has only set out the result of the separation,
but not shown in detail how such separation can be
achieved and what kind of business is still allowedachieved and what kind of business is still allowed

• Dependencies can manifold: reputation, liability after
split-off, piercing the corporate veil….split-off, piercing the corporate veil….

• Assuming complete independence of such entity,
Bundesbank has expressed doubts that its business modelBundesbank has expressed doubts that its business model
is viable

• Restructuring will likely happen in the form of split-off;• Restructuring will likely happen in the form of split-off;
this can cause liability and tax issues
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Exemptions for Restricted Business

• Hedging in respect of business with clients, general risk• Hedging in respect of business with clients, general risk
mitigation of institution or group in terms of liquidity,
interest rates, currency or credit risk (except for creditinterest rates, currency or credit risk (except for credit
business which is restricted)

• Acquisition or sale of companies through financial• Acquisition or sale of companies through financial
instruments if no short term profit is intended (intention
needs to be documented)needs to be documented)

• Trading for own account as a service for others (clearing,
payment systems, …)payment systems, …)

• Market making
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Exemptions for Restricted Business

• Emission business• Emission business

• Acting as a central counterparty

• Portfolio management• Portfolio management

• Brokerage business• Brokerage business
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Requirements for Financial Trading Institution

• Will be subject to the rules of the German Banking Act• Will be subject to the rules of the German Banking Act
(KWG)

• Has to be independent from an organisational, legal and• Has to be independent from an organisational, legal and
economic point of view

• Must not refinance themselves through the group, but• Must not refinance themselves through the group, but
can use administrative infrastructure of the group

• Can generally be re-capitalized by group, but there should• Can generally be re-capitalized by group, but there should
be no obligation to re-capitalize it

• Supervision of business: risk committee, stricter
obligations for supervisory board
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Requirements for Financial Trading Institution

• No e-money business or payment system services• No e-money business or payment system services

• Other business is generally allowed

• BaFin can on a single case basis decide if certain business• BaFin can on a single case basis decide if certain business
shall be forbidden

Details of risk separation to the rest of the group and
interaction with corporate law yet unclear
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Relation to the EU Rules

• EU Regulation sets out uniform rules on the aim,• EU Regulation sets out uniform rules on the aim,
objectives and instruments of structural reform of banks
in the internal marketin the internal market

• Article 21 of the Commission proposal allows for a
possible derogation for credit institutions covered bypossible derogation for credit institutions covered by
national legislation having an equivalent effect as the
provisions of Chapter III of the proposalprovisions of Chapter III of the proposal

• Derogation will be granted by the Commission upon
request of the Member Staterequest of the Member State

• Condition: Member State has obtained a positive opinion
from the competent supervisory authorityfrom the competent supervisory authority
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Relation to the EU Rules

• To qualify for the derogation, the national primary• To qualify for the derogation, the national primary
legislation must have been adopted before 29 January
2014 and fulfill the criteria laid down in Article 21(1) of2014 and fulfill the criteria laid down in Article 21(1) of
the proposal

• Aim of the national law, its material scope and provisions• Aim of the national law, its material scope and provisions
referring to the legal, economic and governance
separation of the deposit taking entity must be similar toseparation of the deposit taking entity must be similar to
those in the proposed Regulation.
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